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TUNING PHILOSOPHY OF INNOVATIVE EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS FOR THE PURSUE OF INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES

1. Help yourself, don't depend on anybody, find out books for yourself, read and think for yourself, and discuss with learned and experienced persons.
   - Dr. Mahendrikaben Bhatt

2. Don't ask anybody for help, they may never fulfill your expectations and hence try to work hard for your progress.
   - Natavarlal Bhatt

3. To give educational administration a human face.
   - Dr. Upendra Baxi

4. Have faith in your own strength and endeavour.
   - R. Chaudhari

5. Even if it has come upto you as an accident accept it as a challenge and prove that you can do it.
   - V.K. Chavada.

6. For pursuing innovative activities, the administrator should be open minded and flexible.
   - Dr. B.M. Dave

7. Make things more interesting and clear.
   - Dinker Dave
8. Do work expeditiously, efficiently, avoiding unnecessary formalities, keeping the spirit and final objective in mind, so that satisfactory results can be obtained well in time.
   - I.J. Dhruv

9. One should always try to look at one's self before imposing on others.
   - Jayantilal Desai

10. To be a better teacher'should be our motto.
    - Jyotibhai Desai

11. Uplift our poor brethren whole heartedly.
    - Bhagwanji Garni

12. There is always a scope to improve the present for a better future.
    - Dr. Dawoodbhai Ghanchi

13. Present education system requires to be changed in three "H" from "R"
    - M.R. Goswami

14. Each and every problem has its own solution. We should try to find out and understand the causes effecting the situation; then proper attempts to remove the barriers will help us in reaching the desired goals.
    - Balvantsinh Jadav
15. It gives pleasure and sense of fulfilment.
   - Dilaversinhji Jadeja

16. All my innovative activities aim at cultivating intense desire for a purposeful life, a need for depth of knowledge, creation of a cultured man, building up a healthy citizen and laying out a perfect pattern of democratic life.
   - Aruna Nadkarni

17. I am guided by the desire to make things less complicated and more simple and open in matters concerning administration within the frame work of broad policy issues and goals in order to ensure that the administrative machinery is aware of and is alive to peoples problems and is ever willing to solve them effectively.
   - N. Gopalaswami.

18. Stagnation leads to decay, innovation leads to progress.
   - Vitthalbhai Oza.

19. Administrator, always, is a friend, philosopher and guide.
   - Dr. A.D. Patel.

20. Try to think every day how you can please someone.
   - D.D. Karara.
21. There should be interpretation and application of philosophy of life in any activity undertaken.
- Mohanlal Patel

22. 'Man power planning and better training to the personnel' can shape the destiny of the nation.
- Gordhanbhai Patel

23. Work for modification of existing system for better output to much it's employability.
- Dr. G.S. Patel

24. Learn to make decisions after taking into account all relevant factors.
- Dr. Ishwarbhai Patel

25. I understand my role in my duties.
- Dr. I.M. Patel

26. The innovative activities should satisfy the needs of the field of education. They should not be decorative.
- Ghanshyambhai Parikh.

27. I strive for better administration and raising standards of education as far as secondary education is concerned.
- Purushottam Parmar.
28. Act in the living presence, heart within and God over head.
   - Jashumati Raval.

29. Systematic chopping away of dead wood and protection and fostering of new sprouts.
   - K. Ramamoorthy.

30. Administrative insight and clear vision of thoughts only can lead for the innovative activities.
    - K.J. Solanki.

31. Satisfaction and enjoyment derived from creative activities.
    - Dr. Rajnikant Sanghvi

32. To develop human approach to the subordinate staff.
    - Natverlal Shah.

33. with full confidence, sincerity, devotion and dedication for the work to help the society shall help you to succeed in any work undertaken.
    - Krishnalal N. Shah

34. Let us encourage people and hospital staff members to serve the humanity to the best of their capacity and cultivate sense of involvement in the employed employee of every cadre is given due importance and their better possible participation in hospitals management is precious.
    - Dr. H.S. Shah
35. The concept of achievement motivation be systematically employed for hopeful progress.
   - Miss Ila Shukla

36. How nice will it be to convert laggards into early adopters! Difficult? Yes, it is so. But should we
   lose faith in our inner strength?
   - Prabhakar Sindey

37. Guided by our conscience is discipline.
   - Narmadaben Thakkar

38. The talent be located and should be equally nurtured.
   - Prof. R.S. Trivedi